I. Updates and Progress on Tracking Compliance for Safety Procedures
   
a. Rafael Espinosa – update and demonstration
   
i. Daily Screening app is available for faculty and staff now, in addition to students. Demo’d with Labor Council yesterday and will also present at Fridays for Fall. Working on communications around the launch before going live.
   
ii. Vaccine aspect of the faculty/staff self screening will launch for testing prior to October 27
   
iii. COVID Dashboard – This work continues to progress and they should have someone online soon. No specific date available yet.
   
iv. Student Roster widget within faculty and supervisor portals so that faculty can look at compliance/non-compliance status for students in their class or for their direct reports. Available early next week for testing and de-bugging.

b. Christine Erickson

   Numbers as of Thursday, October 14, 2021
   All students
   8294 of 10,670 (77.7%) have completed the attestation (submitted something)
   6848 (64.2%) are vaccinated (209 without documentation 3% of the 6848)
   208 (1.9%) medical exemption requests (26 don’t have documentation)
   329 (3.1%) religious exemption requests (63 don’t have documentation)
   909 (8.5%) not coming to campus
   2376 (22.3%) have not yet completed the self-certification

   F2F enrolled students
   4923 of 5190 (95%) have completed the attestation (submitted something)
   4355 (83.9%) are vaccinated (71 without documentation 1.6% of the 4355)
   168 (3.2%) medical exemption requests (15 don’t have documentation)
   238 (4.6%) religious exemption requests (30 don’t have documentation)
   162 (3.1%) not coming to campus
   267 (5.1%) have not yet completed the self-certification

FAQ: Students asking faculty what to do if their exemption has been denied.

Answer: Most denials are because students did not upload any documentation with a statement of their religious beliefs or with medical documentation. If they did provide documentation and their exemption was denied, they are directed to get their first shot. The Warriors Take Care Team can help the student navigate the process further if they decide not to get vaccinated. Deans should step in to quickly alleviate faculty from further involvement at this point. Faculty are not expected to accommodate for non-compliance but they can choose though if they wish. If students are willfully disobeying the policy and attempting to come to campus should be referred to student conduct. We have not had any of these instances so far.

   c. Julie Johnson
i. APC met with the Chancellor’s Office for bargaining yesterday. Still time for CSUEU and Teamsters to complete the self-certification. No one is currently in violation of the policies

ii. They expect to see a big jump in numbers around the upcoming deadline (October 28); This is the deadline for CFA and CSUEU submissions.

II. Communications Update
   a. Amanda Theis
   Academic Affairs and Communications & Public Affairs team on another communication avenue to get information directly to faculty, especially as it relates to keeping them in the loop on what is being communicated to students. The weekly email will be a combination of important updates for faculty as well as a digest of communications that have gone out to students recently so that we are keeping faculty in the loop with our student communications. FAQs will be published here weekly. Will send Thursday afternoons to capture any last communication needs from the Pandemic Planning Committee.

III. Spring 2022 – Schedule and guiding principles
   a. Health and Safety
   b. Student Success
   c. Continued Transition
   d. Pedagogy

IV. Update on Pivot Team

V. Information Sharing and Q & A